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Normally I never know what to 
write by way of an introduction. I 
just want to you dive right in and 
enjoy the writing and pictures, but 
each issue I always feel obliged to 
write something, and always I feel 
uncomfortable doing it. This time, 
though, it should have been easy, 
because Pop Cult is now one year 
old. 

To celebrate I wanted to use this 
space to thank the writers and artists 
for their excellent contributions. I 
wanted to thank also the people who 
have given help and advice along 
the way. Then there is the question 
of thanking the advertisers too, 
because without their support this 
would not exist, so please visit them, 
give them your money and tell them 
that Pop Cult told you to do it. 

Then I planned to thank all the 
people who have emailed to thank 

us for bothering to do something like 
this, and saying what it is they like 
about Pop Cult - please keep those 
emails coming. A special word of  
thanks was also going to go out to 
all the people who have passed Pop 
Cult on, because I have since been 
contacted by people all over the UK, 
and people in Europe, America and 
India! All these people are asking 
the same thing - for us to send them 
future copies of Pop Cult. This is 
entirely down to you passing Pop Cult 
on. So please keep passing it on. 
Once you’ve read this issue, hand it 
to someone else. Everyone involved 
in Pop Cult appreciates this and 
hopes they don’t let you down. 

However, all this backslapping, 
congratulations, birthday 
celebrations and thanking people 
and will have to wait for another 
time, because I have to use this 
space instead to inform you that the 

website www.popcult.biz is no more. 
So, apologies to anyone who visited 
it and saw a blank page and thought 
we were a bunch of divvies. You’d 
be right, we are a bunch of divvies, 
but that’s beside the point. The site 
did exist, but it sort of vanished 
overnight. Therefore, anyone who 
wants to volunteer and create a new 
one should get in touch. For now, we 
will continue crafting stories, drawing 
pictures and creating pieces of art to 
give away. 

One last thing: if  you wish to make 
sure you receive your Pop Cult, or 
if  you think you have missed any 
of the previous issues and would 
like to see them too, email zippi@
swashbuckler.freeserve.co.uk 
with your request. 

Hope you enjoy this issue.
Best wishes,
Keegan Wilson, Editor

HEALTH WARNING: Sitting on a toilet for prolonged periods, whether reading Pop Cult or not, can cause conditions such as thrombosis or haemorrhoids.  
If  you choose to read Pop Cult whilst sitting on the lavatory then it is highly advised you do so for no longer than ten minutes at a time.    

Editorial
HELLO and WELCOME again to Pop Cult.
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1990 and the boy who ran away from the circus 
had become Prime Minister. It should have 
been a jolly time, you’d think, with lion tamers, 
high-wire walkers, acrobats, elephants and 
clowns in the houses of  power. Mayhem and 
good times should have prevailed for all; there 
could have been laughter of  a different, gentler 
kind, but no such luck. John Major followed the 
thunder and lightning of  Maggie Thatcher with 
a long, drawn out sigh. His perceived lack of  
personality, his greyness and dullness, is the 
reason we now have politicians doing all kinds 
of  outlandish, organised stunts to prove to the 
rest of  us that they are still human. As former 
chancellor, John Major would have been aware of  
the coming recession, cer tainly in the Red Lion 
we had all felt its bite and it had turned us into 
desperate souls. We were unable to give up the 
guilty pleasure of  spending, and consequently 
descended into seeking out cheap enter tainment 
and buying it up in large quantities. Shit was our 
culture and we were more than happy to pay the 
price.

I lean towards Marvin and whisper in a voice 
that sounds to me like it is coming out over the 
loudspeakers for everyone else to hear. “Listen, 
we should move. These people are actually 
enjoying this. This is what they like. This is how 
they get their rocks off. This is why they work so 
damned hard during the week, for this. We should 
never have come. We do not belong here.”

We both turn to look at the makeshift stage with 
its flashing disco lights, and the skinny brunette 
singing words off  a screen - she is cute by 
the way - and we listen to the music bleeding 
out through the speakers, and observe the 
fat, sweaty balding man stood operating the 
controls. This is his gig. Jewellery is around his 
neck and on his fingers and occasionally the gold 
catches and reflects the disco lights. When this 
happens and the lights are red it looks to me like 
he has been sliced with a knife. 

Several absurd thoughts charge into my mind 
about the image of  this sliced man, and in 
my twisted wisdom it takes on the form of  an 
allegory for the life he has led. It represented his 
pain, his loneliness, his regrets and his mistakes, 
and we could all see this, but he wasn’t going to 
let all that stop him from making sure everyone 
else had a good time. He was going to keep on 
keeping on, and for that I developed enormous 
respect for the man. 

I suddenly rise up out of  my chair, intent on 
striding across the divide, thinking it would be a 
good idea to tell him that he is a good person 
and that his karaoke is ACE, but it suddenly 
strikes me as a ridiculous and nonsensical 
thing to do, and… leaping Lord Jesus, the 
adrenalin rises once more in my throat, higher 
and higher… I feel myself  sway, and as the 
skinny girl finishes her song I find myself  jerking 

Steal your face
by Joe Crosby

Great shitstorm panic. There are too many eyes looking. Too many faces directed 
this way. A great ball of adrenalin swells in my throat and I think I’m going to 
choke, and then it goes, and then… Holy Mother Of God, it’s back again, only this 
time bigger and doubling in size with the passing of every millisecond. I grip the 
edge of my seat and wait to die: these people are killing me. 
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“...I can feel it coming in the air tonight....Oh 
Lord!” sang Phil, and his words took me back to 
the days of  being six, wanting nothing more than 
to be seven. I’d ride my bike all day long, hope 
sprang eternal and there was vir tue in being good 
because no action went unnoticed; Jesus, as I 
was taught, was watching everywhere at all times. 
About then, Phil Collins disappeared into a drum 
solo, his heavy thuds resonating with my beating 
head, suffocating my daydream, inducing paranoia 
and anxiety. Collins is the devil incarnate, I decided, 
and the bastard was creating in me thoughts of  
an altogether more abstract and sinister nature, 
beginning with an image of  the fag end of  the 
twentieth century that grew heavy under the weight 
of  expectation and colour TV. Few knew what they 
wanted back then, but they knew they wanted it 
badly. Time in the void was spent getting nostalgic 
about yesteryear; the joke had become compulsion 
and we all pretended to laugh, have a good time 
and spend money we did not have. Phil Collins 
faded into a travel bulletin and I began to return to 
my senses.

I went to the bathroom mirror to check the wound 
on the back of  my head. After taking a couple 

The second coming of 
Christ knows what...
by Mark Sanderson 

I was lying on the floor in a daze. Above me the fridge door hung open, its 
light shining down on my face. An unnecessary reminder of my position there 
in the kitchen, I thought, as I slowly got to my feet. The hangover was passing 
and I wasn’t so much hungry as bored, struggling to decide if mustard was a 
preferable addition to the ham sandwich I never quite got round to making 
last night. I noticed dried blood on the floor beside me. I must have cut my 
head when I passed out and fell. Phil Collins began playing on the radio and, 
feeling sick, I collapsed, drifting back into semi-consciousness.

of  paracetamol from the cabinet, I took a good 
look at my reflection. Adult life allowed complete 
free will but my total lack of  direction had created 
confusion and inner conflict, resulting in me 
becoming a neurotic, self  obsessed wastrel, 
sauntering from one day to the next as though 
it was going to last forever. It was fun, but I was 
a c**t. Things were going to change. Being out 
of  it on the kitchen floor with Phil Collins had 
altered both my psyche and my understanding of  
happiness. In childhood I learnt happiness came 
from structure, guidance and Jesus watching me 
everywhere at all times - the thing’s he’s seen! Phil 
Collins had delivered a message and it was clear 
a sinner like me had to repent. To be good was to 
know God and to feel good, and I was going to be 
the best at being good. Hallelujah! I was ready to 
let Jesus into my life. In fact, more than that; I was 
ready to become Jesus. It’d been almost 2000 
years, more than long enough to wait for a sequel. 
I decided to begin at once.

THE WARM TASTE OF STRANGERS

 Heading to my room to put on clean clothes, I 
glanced out the window, noticing a traffic warden 

around, clapping her performance and cheering 
with a demented fever as if  until that moment 
we had all been living in a cold and dark world 
without fire and she had just created its first 
spark to light up the whole place.   

I keep up this exaggerated celebration of  her 
onstage work, even though she is now sat down 
at a table with friends and the man on stage is 
reading out the name of  the next singer. Whilst 
this is going on, it suddenly dawns on me that 
this enthusiasm of  mine could be considered by 
an unreasonable mind to be sarcastic; I recoil 
back into my chair and continue to look shifty. 

Friday night punters of  the Red Lion were not 
used to this kind of  behaviour and mischief. 
These were good, honest, hardworking people, 
the foot soldiers of  industry. We lived together 
in a concrete blister that sprung up overnight 
on farmland in the middle of  nowhere. It bore 
us salt of  the ear th types, us good people with 
a strict code of  right and wrong that was built 
out of  our small town experiences and the small 
town experiences of  our ancestors. At weekends 
we drink too much, screw each other and very 
occasionally end the evening by fighting one 
another, while the older ones lustily spit and 
drool over the younger members of  the opposite 
sex and then furrow their brows and pound the 
table with tightly clenched fists and ask each 
other what the country and world is coming to. 
Then on Monday we go back to the factories. On 
stage three men were drunkenly making their 
way through I’m a Believer as Marvin and I made 
our way out, stumbling into tables and avoiding 
things that were not there. 

It was dark outside and we lurch down the 
street. A dwarf  circles the phone box, running 
around it and saying something I fail to 
understand. I am not sure if  I tried to swat at 
him like a fly, I know I cer tainly thought about it, 
but Marvin and I halt, unable to move on. The 
door to the phone box opens and falling out 

of  it towards us is a sexless, thin monstrosity. 
Dir ty long brown hair, faded blue t-shir t, brown 
trousers, pumps, pale grey face, pale blue eyes, 
large glasses and a mouth that is home to the 
most rotten, dir ty brown teeth I have seen in 
my life (they were bent and twisted) jutting out 
at hideous angles and seemed to be getting 
larger too. In front of  me I saw an upturned bony 
hand that looked more like a vicious mechanical 
claw. The teeth were looming and the claw was 
getting closer. It wanted to steal my face. Do I 
have 20p? Do I have 20p? I rummage about in 
my pocket and pull out the inevitable handful 
of  loose change that comes from an evening’s 
drinking and study its contents. Yes I do have 
20p, thank you for your concern, I say as we 
walk off. We had never seen those people before 
in our small town and we haven’t seen them 
since. 

The spor ts fields offer peace, but not for long. It 
is as if  my head has become a radio, receiving 
broadcasts from all over the world. I hear poetry, 
music and talk, some of  it coming through in 
languages I do not recognise, and I am master 
over it all, changing the channel at will. I finally 
settle on listening to a bizarre conversation 
between people I do not recognise. They are 
talking about reality and about how a person 
can never think they are in the present, because 
there is a lag in the process of  how an individual 
perceives the world. The body’s receptors 
gather information and relay it to the brain and 
then the brain has to filter this information, and 
this takes time, meaning we are never actually 
experiencing the present, only processing it 
and…. Christ on a Bike and Ken Kesey in a bus! 
What is a catamaran doing in these fields? It 
doesn’t make sense. It troubles me, but I choose 
to say nothing. Marvin and I say goodbye once 
we reach the road and we walk off  in opposite 
directions. The next day I realise I was wise 
to stay quiet - the catamaran was a cricket 
scoreboard.
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approaching my car. In eagerness to get to the 
boozer last night, I’d dumped my motor on the 
double yellows outside my house. It was my old 
self. It was lazy and sure to get me a ticket. Words 
began circling my mind - Phil’s words: “I’ve been 
waiting for this moment all my life, oh Lord.” 
Yes, I’d been waiting all right, waiting to give this 
heathen a kicking. How dare he, I thought; nobody 
gives Jesus a parking ticket - nobody. I ran down 
the stairs, grabbing the first discernible weapon to 
hand, which just so happened to be a pepper mill. 
It didn’t matter; I’d grind him to death. Bursting 
out the front door towards him, screaming blue 
murder, I came within inches of  his face and then 
remembered the Gospel of  Luke 6:37: “Condemn 
not and you shall not be condemned; forgive and 
you shall be forgiven.”

I was still whistling to Satan’s tune and he was 
using Phil Collins as his messenger. “Get back, 
Collins!” I begged. This was an opportunity to 
forgive, not fight. Even though the traffic warden 
had stuck a parking ticket to the windscreen of  
my car, I felt I needed to express my forgiveness 
to him. There was only one way I knew how; “It’s 
okay,” I said, looking him straight in the eyes, and 
then grabbed him in a tight embrace, pressing 
my lips hard against his in a passionate kiss. He 
tasted of  envelopes.

“Gerroff  me!” He screamed, “You’re still getting a 
ticket, you....you freak!”

“I know,” I said. “I deserve it.” I don’t think the 
traffic warden was used to forgiveness. He turned 
away and ran down the street. But I knew deep 
down one day he’d thank me.

BELT UP, I HATE YOU

Feeling the need to take the love of  God to the 
streets, I got in the car, fastened my seat belt and 
hit the accelerator. The roads swelled with hordes 
of  lone commuters, and with an ever-growing 
sense of  inner peace, I allowed fellow motorists 
out of  junctions at every opportunity to help the 

flow of  traffic. I enjoyed their appreciative look 
of  thanks. I, Jesus Two, was getting off  on the 
smiles of  strangers - it felt honest, not empty and 
narcissistic like the pleasures my old self  sought. 
Somehow, I excelled even myself  by allowing a 
double decker to pull away from the adjourning 
bus stop. This caused me to miss the green traffic 
light ahead and for a moment I likened my deed to 
the sacrifices Jesus One had made by giving his life 
to save mankind, but after a while I thought better 
of  it. It’s not for me to judge, I leave that up to 
you, my loyal disciples.

Unfortunately the driver of  the black BMW to my 
rear took exception to my kindness, at least that’s 
what I gathered from his furious hand signals and 
flashing lights. He was probably around his early 
twenties, but the peak of  his baseball cap covered 
his face enough for me not to be sure. As the lane 
divided into two at the red lights, he pulled up 
alongside me, more wound up than his windows. 
Yes, he wanted a piece of  me. But he didn’t 
understand - nobody f**ks with Jesus. The lights 
turned green and with the tyres squealing like the 
petty thieves nailed to the crosses next to Jesus 
One, he sped off, only to stop at another red light 
fifty yards ahead. I followed, my temper reaching 
breaking point. Just as I was looking about my 
person for a pepper mill or something which which 
to attack him with, I remembered the Gospel of  
Matthew 5:43-48: Love your enemies. “Pray for 
those who persecute you. God makes the sun 
shine on good and bad people. Even sinners can 
be good only to their friends.” This punk had the 
audacity to try and front out the son of  God, but he 
too was one of  God’s children. I composed myself  
and gave the boy racer a warm, compassionate 
smile. He gave me the bird and left me for dead. It 
didn’t matter - Jesus loved him.

THERE IN THE RHODODENDRONS, 
JESUS IS WATCHING

Now it was time to be at one with nature and 
appreciate God’s creations. I parked my car and 
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made my way to the nearby woods, where birds 
sang to me. Then, drifting on a breeze through 
the trees, I heard the faint sound of  moaning. 
Somebody was in danger and needed Jesus. 
Undaunted, I rushed through stinging nettles, 
locating the sound of  the victim through a 
rhododendron bush. I climbed through a small 
opening where a man in his fifties was not so much 
in a state of  distress, but undress. His double-
breasted charcoal blazer was buttoned, his tie in 
a neat Windsor knot, but his trousers were about 
his ankles, whilst a far younger man lapped away 
at his old chap like a piglet on a sow’s teat. Sweet 
mother of  Mary! I’d risked running a gauntlet 
of  stinging nettles without a doc leaf  in sight, 
expecting to administer first aid to an ankle break 
victim. Not this.

Wanting no fur ther part in this, I quietly backed off, 
only to step on a twig. The sound of  it snapping 
aler ted the two thrill seekers to my presence. 
“Who the Hell are you?” questioned the older 
man, “some sort of  pervert?” He pulled up his 
trousers and stormed off  with his younger friend 
in tow. Jesus was many things, but he was no perv. 
“I’m not the one with my pants down!” I shouted. 
But, it was too late, they’d cleared off. Once again 
Satan sent his messenger, Collins, to me: “..I saw 
it with my own two eyes so you can wipe off  your 
grin; it’s all been a pack of  lies.” But by now I 
was finding his lyrics rather sanctimonious and 
two dimensional. I though about Matthew 7:1-6:  
“Remove the plank from your own eye before you 
remove the speck from your brother’s.” What I’d 
seen wasn’t a speck, nor was it in an eye, but it 
wasn’t for me to judge others. Nor was it for those 
two men to know that it was not a peeping Tom 
watching them from the bushes, it was Jesus.

HIT BETWEEN THE EYES IN THE AISLES

Man cannot live on bread alone, he needs teabags 
too. So off  to the supermarket I went, only to 
get caught up deliberating the merits of  Wagon 
Wheels as opposed to Jaffa Cakes. Ridiculous, I 

know – even Jesus should realise Wagon Wheels 
win hands down. Such trivial matters were quickly 
brushed aside when a doe eyed beauty walked 
passed me. Yes, she seemed to be accompanied 
by some handsome and dare I say it, spunky 
young man, but no woman on Earth can hope 
to resist Jesus. Simply unable to ignore this fine 
woman, I followed her past the Jammy Dodgers, 
alongside the Custard Creams and up as far as 
the sachets of  Angel Delight. Oh, how we would 
try and exhaust our insatiable appetite for wanton 
sex, back at chez Jesus. They stopped their 
trolley and began eyeing up the chocolate Swiss 
rolls. Slyly pretending to read the ingredients 
on a neighbouring battenberg,  I moved in close 
to subtly check her left hand for a wedding ring, 
hoping that this fella was just some hopeful skir t 
chaser, or better still, a relative. 

I couldn’t quite see; her left hand was weighing up 
which particular Swiss roll was right for her. Finally, 
her hand stopped, giving me a clear view of  each 
of  her delicate fingers. There was no ring, she was 
still fair game. “Yes, get in there!” I shouted, so 
caught up in the moment that I hadn’t noticed that 
both she and the tall muscular all-action hero type 
were staring right at me. “Err, you don’t get much 
Swiss roll about these days, do you?” I offered 
rather half  heatedly in front of  several hundred 
of  the blighters. Luckily I escaped with nothing 
more than a stern and slightly quizzical look from 
the two of  them. They made their way towards 
the checkout, the bloke unwittingly taunting me by 
placing his hand on her lovely pert arse. ”Damn”, 
I cursed under my breath in all the excitement. 
I’d forgotten Matthew 5:31-32: “Anyone who so 
much as looks at another woman commits adultery 
with her in his heart. If  your right arm causes you 
to sin, tear it out. Better to lose a limb than your 
whole body to Hell.” Crikey! If  I was to take this 
rationale to its logical conclusion I’d end the week 
as nothing more than a pair of  eyebrows, unable 
to watch everybody at all times. Jesus was human 
and he had a weakness: a big one, if  you know 
what I mean. 

SAVING OUR SOULS IS THIRSTY WORK

Thirst had got the better of me, so I made my way 
to the nearest pub with my shopping. Leant at the 
bar were a couple of blokes who other punters 
were giving a wide berth. You couldn’t miss them 
- they were wasted. “Annna guess thas why they 
call it tha bluuees, time on maa haans, could be 
time spent with you,” they slurred, as Elton John 
played on the jukebox. I walked past them to 
the other side of the bar, ordered a pint of lager 
and a packet of nuts and sat down in peace. But 
I couldn’t ignore these people; I was Jesus, for 
Christ’s sake.  

I walked over and said hello. The two men’s names 
were Simon and Peter. “Fancy another pint, 
fellas?” I asked, “and how about a Swiss roll? I 
have plenty.” They didn’t need asking twice.               

“Cheers mate,” said Simon.                                                                               

“Yeah, nice one.” said Peter. “I love Swiss roll.”

I’d found some likeminded souls in these two 
drunks and began telling them about my eventful 
day. Before long we were putting the world 
to rights, just like Jesus One used to - only 
better. Drink followed Swiss roll and Swiss roll 
followed drink as we became more and more 
animated. Before long I’d become almost as drunk 
as my two new best friends. Once again it was my 
round. 

“Same again?” asked the barmaid. 

“Yep, and whiskey chasers too,” I slurred. “And 
make ‘em doubles.” It’d been a while since Jesus 
had necked a turbo shandy. I was in a mess. I 
rushed to the gents to puke. 

Feeling like dog muck but not wanting to abandon 
my friends, I made my way back to the bar. Failing 
to notice a stray bar stool in front of me, I lost 
what little balance I had and fell into an elderly 
lady. Hoping to cling to some dignity, I tried to 

steady myself on her legs, but only succeeded 
in pulling her skirt down to the floor. It was 
the only thing that went down well. “You.....you 
pig,” screamed the woman. “You filthy pig!” The 
entire pub looked down at me in disgust and 
astonishment. With her skirt still in my hands 
I stumbled to my knees to plead my defence. 
Luckily I’d remembered Matthew 9:12,13: “Those 
who are well don’t need a doctor, only those who 
are sick. I have not come to call the righteous, 
but sinners to repent,” I mumbled, wiping vomit 
from the side of my mouth with a handful of her 
skirt. Before I had chance to get to my feet, two 
burly fellas pinned me to the floor. Simon 
had vanished, but Peter was still at the bar 
draining the umpteenth pint I’d bought him. I 
pleaded with him to help me as the landlord rang 
the bell three times to signal time at the bar. 

“Do you know him?” demanded the landlord.
                                                                            
 “No, mate,” said Peter.                                                                                         

“Who the bloody Hell is he then?”                             
                                        
“Dunno, just some nutter.”
 
“Good! Cos the police are on their way,” replied the 
landlord. “I’m not having that sort of  behaviour 
in my pub.” The jukebox was still playing as 
Peter disappeared into the night. “....And I can 
feel it coming in the air tonight, oh Lord.” In my 
hour of  need, Phil Collins - the angel of  death 
- had been sent to taunt me. The police arrived. 
They handcuffed me and threw me in the back of  
the meat wagon. Perhaps telling them I was Jesus 
wasn’t the best thing to do in the circumstances. But 
it didn’t matter. Jesus Two had touched the lives of  
many people. He wouldn’t be forgotten, and one day 
he would come again.  
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I have been busy on the international arms circuit, 
selling my vision for the future. All over the world 
secret meetings have been conducted in shadowy 
motel rooms with faceless buyers. All have received 
this same message: 

“The ruddy North Korean upstart is wrong; his 
act is so last century, if  he thinks just because he 
has a nuclear weapon he will get himself  a seat at 
the table, he is wrong. He is a dingbat if  he thinks 
he’s in with the in crowd, he should be made to eat 
outside with pigs. I know this because I am here 
today as a merchant of  unclear weapons. WVD’s, 
Weapons of  Vague Description - it’s the new and 
latest thing, the perfect modern military solution, 
as simple as that. 

An unclear weapon can be whatever you want it to 
be; if  your enemy threatens you, then you threaten 
him with your unclear weapon, only you tell him 
your weapon is so God damned perverse that you 
cannot bring yourself  to speak about it. You tell 
him that you can’t go into the horrific details of  
how it works and everything because it is a pure 
evil that even you don’t fully understand yourself  
and that you don’t feel comfortable talking about, 
because you don’t like acknowledging its dark, 
unearthly existence, it unsettles you. However, you 
do let on to him that it destroys the physical form 
of  its victims in the most horrible way imaginable, 
yet somehow keeps their human spirit alive for 
the rest of  eternity, invisible to the rest of  us, and 
locked in a state of  such extreme torture and 
terror that you cannot begin to explain the misery 
they must feel.  

Unclear weapons
by Dr Conroy Bluetint

Dr Conroy Bluetint enters the weapons trade and ends up dreaming of peace. 

Or your WVD might be something else altogether, 
something so powerful and destructive that if  used 
it will leave the Earth looking as if  a space giant 
has mistaken it for an apple and taken a large 
bite before realising his mistake. Or you might 
have something more subtler planned. Instead 
of  blowing ruddy great holes in the planet, you 
might want to say that your WVD can take out an 
individual target. For instance, it could be a small 
micro-microscopic robot that is already inside the 
victim, and you could say that all you have to do is 
give it the word and that’s it. All that’s required for 
your WVD’s to work is a leader who has a strong 
delivery and a poker player’s instinct. And he or 
she must believe in the awesome capabilities of  
WVD more than anyone else. With that combination 
you could have anyone by the nuts. 

Although I expect these examples of  WVD’s are 
tame in comparison to what you gentlemen could 
think up. But just think, with a WVD you could gain 
absolute power and control. Oh yes, I am just a 
humble arms merchant, but that much I do know. 
The only limit to your WVD is you. All you have 
to do to succeed is make sure everyone firmly 
believes your WVD is real. Who then is going to 
want to provoke you to find out? Who will want to 
step in the ring to test you and it? No one. And the 
beauty of  a WVD is that it has no physical shape or 
form, it can be large or small, carried on a person 
or on the back of  a freight train. Due to it not 
actually existing, no one will ever find your WVD, 
spies can try their best, but your WVD will remain 
forever hidden, and there will be no secret WVD 
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blueprints that can be stolen. Your WVD can be 
anything you want and you can have as many as 
you like. As I say, it is the perfect military solution, 
the ultimate deterrent. 

Unclear weapons, my friends, are the future, a 
game of  bluff  and double bluff. It is the art of  
winning wars without weapons. We are all busy 
individuals; I have more meetings and more people 
to see after this - suddenly everyone wants to be 
seen with an unclear weapon - so I won’t beat 
around the bush any longer. If  you bought an 
unclear weapon straight from the manufacturer it 
would cost you in excess of  two hundred million 
pounds. However, if  you buy from me you can have 
an unclear weapon for a quarter of  that price, and 
what’s more, you can take it away with you today. I 
have a load in that box in the corner.”

Many faceless men carrying small boxes of  what to 
the untrained eye would look like nothing left motel 
rooms all over the world, but we both know those 
boxes contained unclear weapons, and ordinarily 
I would feel shamed and sullied by such an act as 
using these witless men to unleash a new evil on 
the world. However I don’t, maybe it is the vast 
wealth I have acquired from the sale of  all my 
unclear weapons, or perhaps it is these strange 
dreams I keep having and the thoughts that I might 
have actually done something right. You see, in the 

very near future, not only will every country have 
its own Weapon of  Vague Description, thus creating 
an uneasy world peace founded on fear and lies, 
but every individual will have a WVD too. 

You can almost picture the crowded bar scene. 

“Watch it, you dumb f*ck, you’ve just banged into 
me and caused me to spill my drink everywhere.” 

“Back off, man. It was an accident. I didn’t mean 
it, someone in front stepped back and I had to 
move or I would have been crushed. If  I wanted 
to, I could do more than just spill your drink. I 
can cause you great pain and misery, take you to 
places where you will go beyond begging for God’s 
forgiveness. What say you accept my apologies and 
I buy you another and we say no more about this?”

“Sure, but just for the record, so you are aware, I 
have already coated you in a substance that turns 
highly toxic if  it comes into contact with water. 
Please don’t ask how. And I assure you the pain 
and misery I would have suffered at your hands 
would have been nothing to the pain and misery 
you would have experienced had I not removed 
the substance just now when you apologised. To 
tell you the truth, there wasn’t much in the glass 
anyway. Why don’t I buy the drinks? It should be I 
who apologises. I totally overreacted. I’m sorry.”

Advertise in 
Pop Cult

To book an advert or find out 
more about advertising in Pop 
Cult, please call us on (023) 
8023 8237, or email zippi@
swashbuckler.freeserve.co.uk
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The banana-carrying hero 
with AIDS Vs the gossip 
monkeys
Once more, ‘V’ tells us about the things that prevent him from sleeping at night.

It was mid afternoon as I came clunking into 
the kitchen carrying my tennis equipment on 
my back and knocking into things with it. I was 
still buzzed up from the game, and on spotting 
the wife standing in front of  the sink ending 
a telephone conversation I suddenly become 
obsessed with ideas of  amorous intent. I felt 
like a red-blooded male in his prime, a giant, 
wanting to make sweet love to his wife. I eyed 
the kitchen table and thought about its erotic 
possibilities. 

On hearing me clunking into the room, the wife, 
totally unaware of  the antics I had in mind, 
placed the telephone handset down on the side 
and turned to look at me. She didn’t say a word, 
only shook her head whilst giving me that look, 
the one that combines disappointment and 
confusion and a quivering eyebrow that signals 
she is only seconds away from exploding. This 
look stopped me dead in my tracks, it always 
does, and on this occasion coming to a halt 
was a relief, because I was right on the verge 
of  saying the cringe-inducing line: “I am the 
love terrorist and I have come to explode my 
rucksack of  love.”    

Instead all I could muster was: “What have I 
done?” and I removed the rucksack and swung 
it around strategically to my front. 

“That’s the third phone call today from people 
asking if  you are okay,” she said, expecting 
answers quick.

“Huh? Who?” Maybe someone had seen me 
panting and wheezing and trying to play tennis? 
It could have been that, but why her evil eye?

“Everyone, and they’re saying you have AIDS.”

“I do?”

“Yep. And that you were mugged this morning?”

“I was mugged. No I wasn’t. I actually stopped 
a lady from being mugged. How do you know all 
this?” It was my turn to look confused. 

“Listen, you know the shop opposite the 
library?” The wife nodded.

“You see, I came out of  the shop and was 
walking down the street, and this woman, and 
she was quite old as well, and really sweet and 
vulnerable looking, well, she was being backed 
up against a wall by two lads, and one had a 
knife.”

“No way!” The wife seemed shocked by this, 
appalled even.
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“Way! It was broad daylight and people were 
just walking past and ignoring her. They could 
see what was happening, because it was only 
a few feet away, closer than I am to you now. 
Maybe they thought it was a TV stunt, or were in 
a hurry to get to someplace else or something, 
anyway they chose not to be involved, nobody 
was going to do anything, and what was I 
supposed to do? I couldn’t very well walk by 
without doing something. I’m not like that, I have 
to get involved, it’s not fair.”

“So what did you do?”

“The only thing I could think of.”

The picture had been painted, the woman was 
old and vulnerable, which was true, but it’s 
details like that which seem to soften the wife. I 
took a deep breath and prepared to tell the rest 
of  my heroic tale.

“I stepped between the two muggers and the 
old lady and told them to go away. I also warned 
them I had AIDS and said if  they kept waving 
the knife about I’d deliberately cut myself  on 
it and bleed over them. With that, they ran 
off.” As I told the story, the wife’s face lost 
all its confusion and the quivering eyebrow; 
they melted away, leaving behind only the 
disappointment, which radiated all over it.

“What?” I protested, becoming quite animated. 
“What was I supposed to do? They had a 
knife. They were bigger than me. Should I have 
instead threatened them with the two bananas 
and bottle of  water I’d just bought at the shop? 
Should I have said: ‘Sorry lads, but if  you don’t 
stop with the mugging of  this innocent woman 
I shall be forced to throw the skins of  these 
bananas on the floor and hope that you will slip 
on them as you make your escape, and if  you 
fall I’ll spray you with this bottle of  water. Is that 

what you both want?’”

“You could have been hur t,” she said, turning 
her back on my sarcasm and looking for 
something in one of  the kitchen drawers.

“I wasn’t hur t and I wasn’t about to walk past 
that lady and ignore what was going on. You 
have to stand up to bullies.”

“Why did you have to say you had AIDS?” she 
said, still rummaging through the drawer.

I couldn’t bring myself  to tell her the truth, 
which is that it was something I had thought 
about one night when I couldn’t get to sleep. 
I kept imagining myself  being mugged by 
someone with a knife and I was trying to think 
how I would exit that situation with my wallet and 
without being hur t. “I don’t know, it just sor t of  
came out. It was a reaction. I couldn’t fight the 
two of  them, and…” 

“They had a knife,” said the wife, quickly 
finishing my sentence and removing her car keys 
from the drawer. “Found them.” 

“Yes,” I began, less confidently now, “they had 
a knife, and I had to do something. I don’t even 
know if  you can catch AIDS or HIV like that, but 
I thought if  I said I had AIDS it would give me 
an advantage over those idiots. It was instinct 
and enough to scare them both off. We shouldn’t 
stand back and let the idiots triumph.”

“Well,” she said with a grand air, “they only 
ran off  so they could telephone repor ters 
and sell their story, or try to sell their story. 
So, I’d say they have the advantage, wouldn’t 
you? Tomorrow it will be all over the papers 
that you have AIDS. Do you want that? My 
parents will freak and tell me again to divorce 
you, your mother will throw a fit and die of  

embarrassment, and the commotion will 
probably be enough to finish your father 
off. Listen, I have to go to see Chloe, and I 
don’t really want to be around you right now, 
she’s having a few people over for tea and 
conversation and I’m already late because 
that bloody phone keeps ringing. Lord knows I 
deserve a break from this madhouse. Fix this.”

With that, she just left and went off  to her 
witches’ meeting. She didn’t even kiss me 
goodbye. I was about to call after her and tell 
her that it was okay to kiss me, and that she 
couldn’t catch it that way, but she seemed in a 
hurry, like she wanted to get as far away from 
me as fast as possible, and you don’t really 
make jokes about these things like AIDS either, 
which she would have definitely said if  I had 
called after her.  

No doubt on arriving at Chloe’s she would have 
wasted no time in telling her friends about the 
mess I’d caused. I kept thinking about how they 
would be there sipping their tea, cursing me, 
casting their spells and thinking about revenge. 
It was the revenge bit that bothered me most. 
The other things I can live with; curses and 
spells are nothing, they don’t exist, but revenge 
opens up all sor ts of  options, and there’s 
nothing like a group of  women with a point to 
prove against a man to bring out their creative 
best. 

Plus, the other women could use my wife to 
experiment with. By telling her what to do, and 
always advising her of  the extremes, they can 
observe our situation over the next few weeks 
and see what works and what doesn’t and use 
that knowledge against their own husbands and 
boyfriends.  

I was about to ring her mobile and advise her 
that I didn’t want to be their guinea pig, but 

I decided the clever thing to do would not be 
to provoke their wrath, but counterattack the 
revenge by getting in first and appealing to the 
wife by performing lots of  sweet things for her. 
I figured that a collection of  romantic surprises 
would take the edge off  her anger and make her 
think twice about the whole revenge business. 
Then the telephone rang and disturbed my plan-
making. It was Norman, one of  my writers. He’d 
read about my having AIDS on a gossip email 
that he has emailed to him each afternoon. I’m 
not sure if  his ringing was prompted by concern 
for me or for his job and the oppor tunities my 
having AIDS would present. Ether way, I was 
disturbed by his joyous tone and the fact that 
he likes gossip so much he has it emailed to him 
every day. He is lucky he is so good at what he 
does, that’s all I’m saying. His opening gambit 
was this: “How long have the doctors given you? 
You do realise that this will probably get you on 
Parky and other chat shows. The papers will 
want some. There will be features on you, plenty 
of  written copy, and you may even be offered 
another crack at TV with your own show. This 
is going to be a busy time for us. It might even 
help you crack America. Scientists are inventing 
new drugs for AIDS all the time, you could be 
around for ages.”
 
I patiently explained to Norman, as I patiently 
explained to all the people I spoke to that 
afternoon, evening and night, that I didn’t have 
AIDS. I locked myself  away in my office and told 
the whole story, and the newspaper editors 
agreed not to print anything about the incident, 
as I didn’t want to be por trayed as a ‘have a go 
hero’. They agreed to not saying anything about 
this, but I am worried they will want favours in 
the future. I am also worried about the wife; 
she seemed calmer when she returned home, 
and pleased it was over, but then that might 
be because she retured armed with a plan of  
revenge.
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The wit and wisdom of 
Vic Ferrari
by Vic Ferrari

Listen mister, I know what you’re thinking and let 
me tell you, you’re WRONG! You’ve just read the 
title and are thinking this won’t take very long. 
Why is it that suddenly everyone around here is 
a wise guy? Very funny, not , you schmuck, but 
before I tell you to go take a hike, let me tell you 
that this is just the first in a series of brilliant 
and invigorating pieces written by me for this 
crummy publication. The turds at Pop Cult asked 
me to pass on a bit of my wisdom and teach you 
schmucks the serious business of discovering 
success the Vic Ferrari way, and once those 
bastards came back with a few more zeroes on 
the cheque I decided to do it. I think of it as my 
way of giving back to the community and helping 
the needy. And if my words help at least one of 
you poor saps out of your rut then it will have all 
been worth it. I thank you. Now get out of here 
before I beat your damn head like an egg! Go on, 
scram and leave the rest of us serious people to 
get on down with discovering Vic Ferrari’s tips for 
success. 

Before making important decisions, 
try to ask yourself: what would Chris 
Walken do? 

He was around here yesterday. Chris Walken, that 
is, and we were sitting in my dressing room at 
the Mahatmafez Club. I’d just done my afternoon 
show, and we were talking about the business 
and eating shrimp. I was getting to hear all 
about his next movie project. He’s playing a loud, 

brash cowardly type from the wrong side of the 
tracks, a fool and a braggart who to everyone’s 
astonishment has somehow made it good in 
showbiz despite the obvious lack of talent. Chris 
is playing the man as he is now; an untalented 
performer whose career is stuck in limbo, playing 
half-filled venues to pensioners who do not 
want to be there but have no choice because 
this is their nursing home’s outing and they 
gotta go. Chris is doing a character portrayal 
of a man being pulled down by a bad manager, 
a group of undesirable friends, greedy dames 
with expensive tastes, and criminals looking for 
repayments on old gambling debts.  

Ever the perfectionist, Chris said that he was 
trying to get a feel for the piece by using some 
of his method acting skills. He said that before 
filming started he wanted to get under the skin 
of this character, to really feel it. He said to do 
this he was going to be hanging out with pathetic 
showbiz types that closely resemble the part he 
is due to play. I wished Chris luck with finding 
such schmucks and suggested we made a move 
from my dressing room to go find some action in 
town, but Chris said he had to leave. He mumbled 
something about already being late for a night 
out with Fat Boy Slim, and made for the door. 

What the f*ck is a fat boy slim? A diet shake? 

I told Chris he didn’t need to lose weight, that 
he looked fine as he was, but it turns out I had a 
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hold of the wrong end of the soup. Fat Boy Slim is 
a bigshot record maker from England, and Chris 
had once appeared in one of his pop videos. 
They were both in Vegas that night and thought it 
would be swell to have some downtime from their 
hectic work schedules and meet up to have an 
expensive time out on the tiles. 

There was something magical in the air, and it 
wasn’t just the chilli powder Chris likes to shake 
on his shrimp. We were on the verge of a historic 
event in music: the meeting of two great minds 
at the top of their games, one a top DJ and hit 
maker, Mr Slim, and the other an International 
Singing Artist, yours truly, but none of this 
registered with Chris.  

I like Chris, don’t get me wrong, he’s what I like to 
call a true diamond of a guy. He’s respectful and 
charming, but sometimes you get the impression 
there’s not exactly much going on between the 
ears, if you catch my drift. Before he left, I must 
have dropped about a million hints, thinking 
that he’d pick up on at least one of them and 
invite me along to meet Mr Slim, but he just kept 
grinning that grin that he does, and telling me 
that I had to excuse him as he was already late 
and should be off. 

Twenty minutes later and Chris had finally left my 
dressing room, so I decided to head into town 
for some action of my own. It turned out to be a 
quiet night. I won $35,000 before retiring from 
the black jack table, I was on a winning streak 
and I should have continued, but my heart just 
wasn’t in it. I kept thinking of what might have 
been with Mr Slim. I made my way back to my 
suite with Honey and Victoria, two sweet gals who 
have been fans of mine since they were little and 
who saved up all their money to make the long 
trip out here from Vermont. 

It is the next day now and both the chickabeads 
are still asleep. I woke early this morning, 
thinking of the desperate character Chris is 
going to play. Now, plenty of people criticise 
gambling, but I can categorically tell you that 
gambling is not addictive, and I should know, I 
have been doing it nearly all my life. The problem 
with gambling is that the majority of people are 
consistently bad at it and should quit and never 
gamble again. 

With this warning in mind, I have devised a 
psychological test below. It is a brief but accurate 
test to find out if you have what it takes to be 
a success, and it has taken many months to 
perfect. As this is a test in a free publication, I 
also have to comply with certain regulations and 
warn you that this is also a clinical test, so the 
results are more than likely to be 100% accurate, 
no matter what you might think afterwards. 
This can be harrowing for some people, so, if 
you are the type of lily-livered schmuck that is 
psychologically damaged easily then do not read 
on. This test is for successful people who want to 
discover their true inner-self and take one step 
closer to success the Vic Ferrari way. 

You’re playing high stakes poker in a basement 
beneath a Chinese restaurant. You’ve been losing 
heavily all night. However, your luck mysteriously 
changes, but then an ace falls onto your lap and 
the other players notice it. Upon their searching 
and questioning you, the other players do not 
believe it when you tell them you don’t know how 
that ace got there and how the other aces got up 
your sleeve. What do you do? 

A) Take the initiative and follow a careful plan 
that you developed especially for this type of 
scenario. Acting quickly and with, force you 
push the card table forward, jamming the three 
people opposite against the wall. Following this, 

you swiftly pull a gun from under your chair and 
hold it to the head of the person to your left, 
and, using them as a hostage, you back out of 
the building and onto the street to a waiting taxi 
where you make good your escape.

B) Do nothing, because you’re scared senseless. 
Eventually you let yourself be taken out to the 
countryside where you start squealing to the 
nervous young punk with the gun in his hand and 
the order to leave you dead. You are not proud 
of this moment in your life, but you are forced 
into saving your sorry skin by manipulating the 
situation with some smart fast talk, turning it 
against the young punk and giving him vital 
information in exchange for your freedom and the 
promise that you will never return to town. 

C) Take a beating, lose all your money and 
valuables, then wake up in hospital the next day 
with tubes up your ass, in your mouth and stuck 
out your arms.

Results: If you chose A, congratulations, you got 
it right, or you are Vic Ferrari holidaying in Hong 
Kong in the spring of 1997. Which means you and 

me ain’t too dissimilar. We’re fighters, winning 
every inch that we can, celebrating the dream. 
You will be successful. 

If you chose B, bad luck, you got it wrong. 
However, congratulations are also in order, 
because this happened to me in 1969; the same 
scenario - another card game gone wrong - and 
it is also the reason why I can’t go back home 
to New York. So your choice shows we are not 
too dissimilar after all, we are both survivors 
who see only the positives in even the darkest of 
situations. Keep positive and one day you might 
be successful like me.  

If you chose C, bad luck, this is the wrong 
answer too. However, congratulations are still 
in order, because this happened to me in Miami 
1983, and it is the reason I started carrying a 
gun and began working on strategies for quick 
exits. Again, your choice proves we are not too 
dissimilar; we are both survivors, strong in body 
and strong in mind, we bounce back. If you want 
to be a success like me you will have to learn 
from your experiences and use the knowledge 
they give you. 
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Strange things can happen 
in Africa
By Keegan Wilson

Strange things can happen in Africa. It is the cradle of civilisation, the place 
where man began, and as such, it and its people have their own special kind of 
magic. The air carries an unidentifiable aura that you will only ever find there. 
Africa is big, bold, bountiful and beautiful, but it is dangerous too. For many a 
visitor it can be a vast, harsh, unforgiving continent, shared by man and some 
of the most ferocious and savage beasts on Earth.

Scott and Hannah entered the Djemma El Fna market 
in Marrakech, Morocco. It was a busy place. Arab 
boys danced on corners to weird sounding music 
played on pipes and drums.  Storytellers stood 
speaking to groups of  people who seemed to hang 
on their every word. Acrobats, magicians and snake 
charmers all performed, creating quite a scene. 
Everywhere they looked, something exotic seemed 
to be happening; it was like being on a movie set. 
Spices and the smells of  cooking delighted Scott and 
Hannah’s nostrils, and determined merchants who, 
sensing the opportunity to sell their products to rich 
white tourists, tugged gently at their sleeves as a way 
of  getting their attention and showing their wares. 
With a smile, each gentle pull on the arm was dealt 
with politely, and occasionally a gift from a stall would 
be bought for people back home. In fact, from this 
market, Scott brought me back a traditional Moroccan 
drum, the type used by the famed Master Musicians 
of  Jajouka, it now hangs on the wall near to where I’m 
writing this. 

The afternoon walking through Djemma El Fna, 
which in Arabic means Assembly of  the Dead, was 
turning out to be an enjoyable, if  somewhat hectic 
experience for Scott and Hannah, quite unlike 
anything they had ever encountered before. As they 

neared the market’s centre, a woman somewhere in 
her mid-thirties confronted Scott. She stood less than 
five foot, was as wide as she was tall, and despite 
speaking loudly to him in a language he could not 
understand, he thought he caught the words ‘you 
fight, you fight’ coming from her mouth. 

Scott turned to look for Hannah. She had drifted 
a good few metres away, looking on in wonder as 
two Moroccan men held up different but equally 
impressive materials for her to view. These materials 
were bright and very beautiful. Their vividness had 
something altogether African about them, but the 
intricate patterns and illustrations hinted towards 
sophisticated Arab design. 

The woman, noticing Scott’s attention was elsewhere, 
pulled him sharply by the shoulder and began 
pushing him with some force towards a small, frail 
looking old man, presumably her father. Again, Scott 
thought he heard her say ‘you fight, you fight.’

As Scott was being gestured towards the old man, it 
became obvious what the woman wanted. She made 
fists with her hands, brought them up in front of  her 
face and threw a couple punches into the air out 
front, and again she said ‘you fight, you fight’. The old 

man was sitting on a stack of  crates, and he barely 
moved when Scott and the woman approached. 
There was no way Scott was going to fight this old 
guy. It was out of  the question. He turned to look for 
Hannah, hoping that by now she’d lost interest in the 
materials and come looking for him, but he could not 
see her. A group of  about thirty people strong had 
been attracted over by the woman’s loud talking and 
insistence that he fight, and they were now standing 
behind him and blocking his view. More people 
arrived to watch, but Hannah was not amongst them.
The crowd of  people, all Moroccan men, young and 
old, were chattering with great enthusiasm. It was 
a loud noise they created, none of  it making sense 
to Scott’s ears, and the people in his eye line had 
happy bright faces that bounced up and down, as 
they appeared to encourage him to fight. When Scott 
tried to say ‘no’, the woman and those close enough 
to see and hear took the refusal like a personal insult, 
a few even booed and jeered. Others were affected 
in a different way, patted Scott on the shoulder and 
screamed abuse at the people jeering, all the while 
saying in his ear, ‘you fight, you fight.’

Scott decided that he would take the old man on and 
turn it into a comedic farce. He thought he’d mess 
about under the hot Moroccan sun for a few minutes 
and let the old man knock him out. That way no one 
would be hurt. So Scott agreed to fight and a huge 
cheer went up from the crowd that had swelled to 
about three hundred people and counting. It was a 
mighty roar of  approval. 

There were so many people gathered around, all 
of  them wanting Scott to fight, which caused him to 
acquiesce. He felt obliged to please, plus, if  he chose 
not to take on the old man and backed out of  the 
challenge, the crowd would have laughed at him and 
called him chicken, a public humiliation in a foreign 
land, which would have stung his male pride forever. 
He had no option but to agree to the fight. So for 
these reasons he decided to fight the old man and 
take a dive, information which Scott sort of  shouted 
to Hannah, who he had now spotted near the back. 
He could not hear her reply above the din, but he 
preferred to think it was ‘good luck’ and not ‘you 
dumb f**k’, and he did not think to ask later, because 
events were due to change dramatically. 

The old man, who so far had remained motionless 
on the crates, looking meek and weak and nothing 
like a fighter, was now up on his feet and moving in 
a sprightlier manner than his previous incarnation 
would have you believe. He was transformed 
by Scott’s decision and was heading over the 
cobblestones as fast as his tatty slipper-covered feet 
could carry him, and was making his way towards a 
curtain pegged to a wire that hung across the market 
square. Scott watched this, but everything was so 
confusing and happened so fast that the details would 
only register with him some thirty seconds after they 
occurred. He saw the old man take down the curtain 
to reveal another person, a much younger man. He 
also heard the crowd’s reaction to the unveiling of  
the mystery man. How could he not? It was huge, 
much louder than the one they gave a few minutes 
ago when Scott agreed to the fight. What was going 
on? 

It was only when Scott saw the man was wearing 
boxing gloves and thought about it for a few seconds 
that he realised he wasn’t fighting the old man, and 
had been tricked. The crowd was moving itself  to 
form a large ring and different factions had started 
singing. Drums beat out an ancient rhythm and a 
sense of  expectation rippled through the square. 
Money was being handed over in the crowd and the 
excitement grew. Scott wondered how many had bet 
on him? Then the woman produced a pair of  boxing 
gloves and instructed him to strip down to the waist, 
just like the Moroccan fighter. 

As the woman helped Scott with his gloves, he took 
a proper look at his opponent. The Moroccan fighter 
was a couple of  years younger than he, somewhere 
around twenty three or twenty four. They were both 
about the same weight, 13 stone, but crucially the 
Moroccan man, at around six feet tall, was a good few 
inches taller than Scott, meaning he also possessed a 
longer reach. The Moroccan fighter stood tall, and he 
was lean too, not an ounce of  body fat anywhere, just 
pure muscle which looked like it gained all its power 
from regular hard labour outside in the sun. Perhaps 
he was a farmer who sometimes made a little extra 
money on the side by fighting tourists and other 
people stupid enough to have a go? He wasn’t mean 
looking, but then he didn’t look friendly either; in 
truth his features lacked emotion, looking like a serial 
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killer’s mug shot or the expression of  a face that 
has seen too much war. Unblinking, he studied Scott, 
sizing him up and searching for possible weaknesses. 

Scott wondered who this Moroccan fighter was. The 
local champion? Maybe. Certainly he was the crowd’s 
champion. They whooped and cheered as he began 
to dance his way to the centre of  their circle, and, as 
if  pumped by their enthusiasm, he started shadow 
boxing as he moved. Each swift, smooth flurry of  
punches he threw was greeted with gasps as the 
crowd drew its breath in awe at the speed they were 
thrown and in anticipation of  the fight to come. 

Scott watched all this and for the first time he felt 
something resembling fear. One minute he had been 
walking through the market with his girlfriend, and 
now he was here, about to fight and not knowing how 
it would finish. He had been tricked once and had 
no idea what was supposed to happen next. What 
were the rules of  the fight? How do you win? More 
worryingly, how do you lose? Was this to the death? 
These questions and more began surfacing in Scott’s 
mind as the woman led him towards the centre of  
the ring. The Moroccan fighter looked strong and 
athletic as he bounced on his toes and from foot to 
foot, throwing lightening fast left and rights, furious 
combinations. Welcome to the Assembly of  the dead.

As the fighters stood face to face in the centre of  the 
ring, the woman rattled her way through the rules, 
and again Scott could not understand a word. When 
she finished, the Moroccan tapped Scott’s gloves 
with his own and for the first time in what seemed 
an age, the woman was out of  Scott’s view, leaving 
him alone with his opponent. The Moroccan, already 
in a fighting stance, gave Scott a mocking grin. He 
could have taken Scott out, but had declined and just 
laughed instead, which often can be more painful 
to a fighter. Scott, who had been naively waiting for 
a bell, suddenly realised they’d started, so quickly, 
leading with his left, brought his fists up and adopted 
a fighting pose, covering his chin and tucking his 
elbows in to protect his ribs.

The two men circled each other slowly, keeping a 
high guard; neither wanted to be the first to make 
a mistake. They continued moving like this for a full 
thirty seconds, and not one punch was thrown as 

they both waited for an opportunity they could exploit. 
In the background, the drums were still being hit, but 
the singing from the crowd had turned into a loud 
wailing, pleading sound, as if  they were trying to 
summon life into the fight. Stirred by these sounds, 
the Moroccan threw a couple of  jabs with his left. 
They were soft punches and easily avoided, but 
nonetheless they were clever and designed to test 
how much Scott knew.

We have heard about the Moroccan fighter, but what 
about Scott’s credentials in this fight? Luckily, he has 
a stocky, thickset fighter’s build, and what he lacks 
in height he makes up for in brawn. He is quick too, 
with explosive pace and the strong, powerful legs and 
upper torso necessary for any fighter who wants to 
deliver a knockout blow. Scott used to do Karate, and 
from time to time he would tell me that he was pretty 
good at it, but I have never seen him fight; it is not in 
his nature, he is not aggressive like that. I have seen 
him on the football field though. He does not have a 
grasp of  the finer points of  the beautiful game and 
is a law unto himself: give him the football and he 
will run in the direction he is facing, wasting loads of  
energy and more often than there is no end product. 
When he does not have possession of  the ball he will 
chase it down tirelessly until he gets it, using strength 
and speed to overpower and wrestle it off  a more 
technically gifted opponent so that he can charge off  
again in the direction he is facing. He does this for 
the entire game, and no matter if  he is on your side 
or against you, he’s a complete pain in the ass. 

With his build and relentless spirit, Scott always 
reminds me of  a Staffordshire bull terrier. They have 
the same ragged determination and in-your-face 
attitude, but Staffordshire bull terriers only have 
one strategy, and that is to attack, using all of  their 
formidable strength and speed to go for a quick 
and brutal victory. If  this ploy fails, they then have a 
tendency to run out of  options, and it is at this stage 
when they start thinking and when doubt begins to 
creep in, they become vulnerable to defeat. If  Scott 
wanted to win this fight, he would have to do it quickly 
and knock the Moroccan out early.

Scott easily dealt with those two soft jabs from the 
Moroccan by simultaneously raising both hands 
to protect his head, and stepping back so they 
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both missed. Then, transferring his weight onto his 
front foot, Scott decided to pounce. The Moroccan, 
instead of  staying where he was when he threw the 
punches, chose to follow Scott, and Scott not only 
stood his ground but he came at his opponent with 
venom and caught him by surprise. Scott was inside 
the Moroccan’s reach, easily brushing through his 
defence and unloading a number of  telling punches: 
a left hook to the side of  the head was followed 
by an energy-sapping blow to the body, and then 
another. Scott was on the attack and the crowd was 
going mental with excitement in response to it. The 
Moroccan’s momentum coming forward meant he 
could not escape the barrage; the best he could 
hope, as he tried to tie Scott up by clinging to him, 
was to survive the onslaught, but still punches rained 
in at him, and they were hard punches too. A left 
was fired in by Scott, and then a right cross which 
was blocked by the Moroccan’s arm, but he could do 
nothing about the uppercut Scott launched, which 
struck the Moroccan on the point of  the chin, sending 
pain all the way through his body down to the soles 
of  his feet. Thinking he was only seconds away from 
winning a knock out, Scott threw another left jab that 
set up a right cross, which thudded into the face of  
its target. 
    
The impact of  this final punch made quite a noise as 
it hit, enough to make those in the crowd near the 
front wince. The Moroccan, who had been desperately 
trying to cling on, did not see the punch coming. His 
head snapped back and it looked to all the onlookers 
like he was going to fall. He stumbled back, trying to 
regain composure, but his legs had deserted him and 
he resembled a newborn foal trying to stand for the 
first time. It was very undignified, and another blow 
from Scott would have taken him out, but that punch 
did not come. Instead, Scott, thinking the fight would 
now be over as the Moroccan was clearly hurt, looked 
on and gave his opponent the chance to recover and 
clear his head. 

The Moroccan was bleeding from the nose. He 
had had a rude shock, but he was not beaten and 
would not make the same mistake again. When the 
crowd saw him going back for more they went wild. 
The Moroccan would now use his reach advantage 
and boxing skills to fight behind the jab, keeping  

out of  range. He moved skilfully around the ring, 
landing punches on Scott, who suddenly could not 
get anywhere near him. The punches were not 
meaningful, but they, the blistering African heat and 
the effort of  Scott’s earlier exertion, were beginning 
to take their toll. As he tried to chase the Moroccan 
down, Scott began to tire quickly. Unfortunately, the 
Moroccan would not stay still for long enough; he’d 
move into range, throw a couple of  punches and then 
swiftly move out again. Gradually, Scott drew to a 
halt and stayed pretty much in the centre of  the ring, 
which must have given the Moroccan confidence to 
think he was ready to be despatched.

Scott tried his best to block and parry another flurry 
of  punches. They hit his shoulder, they hit his head, 
they hit his belly, they hit his gloves and they hit 
his chest and arms. The Moroccan was going for it 
and, drawing on reserves from deep down, so too 
did Scott. Both men stood toe-to-toe, hitting each 
other with right and lefts. It was an electric exchange 
that threw the crowd into a frenzy. Both men were 
sweating and breathing heavily. Hot desert air filled 
Scott’s lungs and caused him to feel choked. He felt 
on the verge of  collapse. Then suddenly the  woman 
appeared again, this time standing between the 
fighters and encouraging them men to lift their arms 
above their heads, as she declared the contest a 
draw.  
 
Scott stood in the centre of  the ring with arms 
raised and a relieved smile on his face. The crowd 
applauded and congratulated both men, but Scott 
was too knackered to properly to take it in. His rib 
cage moved quickly in and out as he tried to take 
in more air, and he was already aching from where 
he had been hit; every gasp for breath met with a 
tight, stabbing pain. The woman handed him a bottle 
of  water which he drank from quickly before tipping 
the rest of  it over his head and body. The Moroccan 
boxer came over to Scott, gave him a hug and told 
him that he fought very well, was a true warrior and 
should be proud. Scott can’t remember what he said 
back. As the boxers parted, Hannah appeared in 
front of  Scott and he tried to wipe his sweat away 

with one of  the materials she had bought, but she 
guarded it sternly and pushed his feeble approach 
aside.   

Unable to believe what she was seeing, Hannah 
had watched the whole of  the fight from the crowd. 
Thinking he was going to be hurt and that she would 
have been left alone in a strange land, she would 
have tried to talk him out of  it. For sure, if  she 
could have been there in time, she would not have 
let it happen, but when she went over to see what 
everyone was looking at it was too late and the fight 
had already started. She had to watch on, helpless 
for the entire fight. All the while, as the Moroccan 
continued throwing punches, she kept imagining 
something terrible was going to happen. She was 
angry with Scott, and in shock, and it would be some 
days before she would be able to properly talk about 
it and express exactly how it made her feel, but right 
there and then after the fight, all she wanted to know 
was if  he was okay.   
 

This tale is loosely based on a true event that 
happened a few years ago to my friend Scott 
Benson. I’ve embellished some of  the details 
(writer’s prerogative), but the essence is still there; 
he fought a stranger in Morocco and his fears were 
very real. As you may recall, in the previous issue 
of  Pop Cult, Scott wrote about his application to 
become a crewmember of  the Japanese Peace Boat. 
On this occasion he didn’t make it onto the boat, 
but he plans to try again. Meanwhile, he has left 
Japan for Thailand, where he has been studying for 
a qualification that will allow him to teach English 
anywhere in the world. I sent him a copy of  this 
story, asked his opinion and wanted to know if  I 
should change the name of  the principal character to 
something else. This is his reply: 
  
Bro K,
 
Nice story, it was quite funny because you described 
the market scene better than I could and I was there!  
Of  course in the true account I could barely hit the 
guy, he seemed to be made of  rubber and every time 

I swung at him he did a Prince Naseem on me and 
bent backwards into impossible positions.  Your story 
puts me in better light so hell no, do not change the 
name.  Also - make sure Hannah is an absolute babe 
and is besotted with me, it won’t do any harm to the 
story. 

Life is very unstable here in Thailand - I am living 
from hand to mouth. The wages here are low.  
Instead of  losing weight due to hard Thai boxing 
training, I have gone down a belt size due to slipping 
into poverty without enough to do anything, let alone 
afford the Thai boxing training... 

I am living more like a Thai and no longer like a 
tourist.  Eating street food, which is surprisingly good 
and very cheap.  Most tourists shy away from it, 
worried about whether health and safety standards 
are being adhered to, but hygiene levels have never 
been a great worry of  mine.  I wouldn’t be hanging 
out with you if  they were, for starters...

The street sellers sell roast chicken legs, hot sweet 
potatoes, cakes, banana crepes, home made juices...  
It’s possible to eat like a king from these people for 
less than £1.   

On the positive side I am meeting a Thai airhostess 
I met on the Internet next week.  She looks pretty 
hot, not that looks matter of  course, it’s all about 
personality - we all know that... 

I have also been offered a well-paid job (well paid for 
Thailand) for 1 year on a tropical island - Koh Samui 
starting in January.  It’s very tempting but on Thailand 
wages I don’t know how I would ever get back home 
to England. If  I do settle down here by the beach, I do 
insist that you come out here and visit.  It might even 
tempt you to consider doing the same.  It’s a nice 
lifestyle out here - living in a house next to the sea, 
good nightlife and a mixture of  foreigners and Thais 
enjoying life to the max - does that sound so bad? 

Trust all is in order there 
Bye for now 
Scott
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need to achieve this month. Make 
another list of  things you’ll need 
to help you achieve the things 
you need to achieve on the first 
list. Break that list down into 
another of  specific days you can 
get the things you need. From 
the original list make another list 
prioritising which of  the things 
you need to achieve you really 
need to achieve, which of  the 
things you’d like to achieve and 
which of  the things you’d like to 
achieve are unachievable. Put the 
lists aside and drink incredibly 
heavily with money you don’t 
have.

SAGITTARIUS
Venus joins 
Neptune in 
Aquarius the same 

day as the new Moon. This is a 
time in tune with love like no 
other. On this day and this day 
only, not the one before and 
not the one after, you will meet 
someone who will knock you off  
your feet. Not with their fists or 
a spade, but with the intensity 
of  your union. You will still feel 
warm tingly and satisfied a week 
later, the feeling much akin to a 
post-curry dump. Love like this is 
very rare. My Uncle Trevor and 
Auntie Ivy had a love that strong. 
Every time he walked in the room 
she used to light up. She died of  
cancer in the end. 

you a drink, so long as you 
keep chucking up 
bullshit and fisting 
it into them.
VIRGO

Dormant volcanic sexuality. Like 
you, it has a lovely ring. You’ll wait 
and wait for the right person and 
when you find them……BOOM. 
Up until that time you’re not 
fazed by the notion of  celibacy, 
of  long periods of  flicking the 
bean or inordinate amounts of  
frenzied rabbit plunging followed 
by cocoa and nibbles. This 
month in par ticular is about both 
fantasizing and speaking your 
mind at work. “How is it possible 
to perform two diametrically 
opposed actions at the same 
time”, I hear you ask, and I say 
“how the f**k should I know?“, 
but try mixing love eggs, tequila 

and speed. 
LIBRA
This month it will 
prove difficult to 

keep a home, work and family 
balance, so why bother. The only 
way to protect your family from 
the effects of  smoking is to knob 
‘em off. If  work put the pressure 
on, tell ‘em to do one. It’s also 
not until you find yourself  without 
a home that you realise how over 
rated it is (heavy winters and 
wet weather excepted). Having 
forsaken these crutches you will 
feel lost, needy for love and a 
little tetchy. An argument about 
refunds in Poundstretcher, will 
end up in hospital, with you 
having an aluminium saucepan 
removed from your face and bits 
of  turban extracted from your 
teeth and fingernails.

SCORPIO
Star t making a 
list of  things you 

anthropocentric mind and 
promenade superciliously 
around in a manner befitting 
a proselytiser until you’re 
voluminously happy. Continue 
on the 14th 16th 17th 28th and 
30th. Do not miss a date or evil 
will manifest itself  paradoxically 
and incomprehensively 
encompass your encephalon,  
incomprehensibly creating 
intolerable anguish. On the other 

hand, however, 
you might meet 
your soul mate 
and plan kiddies.

CANCER
You have a great memory, but tell 
me, can you remember the last 
time you were truly happy? Are 
your wants being satisfied? Do 
things need repairing for you to 
find greater satisfaction? Venus 
rules intimate emotional and 
sexual relations. A new romance 
may blossom at an event having 
something to do with money, like a 
dog track, a bankruptcy cour t or 
a bare-knuckle fight at the docks. 
In the end though, as usual, it’ll 

be the same shit 
from a different 
arsehole.
LEO

They say ‘the grass is always 
greener on the other side of  
the fence’. Not so. I used to live 
next door to some pikeys and 
their grass was always covered 
in human excrement, rusty car 
par ts and shopping trolleys. In 
much the same way, the new and 
better friends you’re looking for 
don’t exist, at least in this toilet 
of  a city anyways. You love being 
centre of  attention and your loyal 
brown tongued, double chinned, 
bed-wetting lemming mates will 
always limp to the bar to get 

furry beast that wants nothing 
more than to roll you over and 
make you bark like a chipmunk. 
You never want to say ‘if  only’, so 
just say yes and fill your boot with 
big hot lumps of  steaming beast 

love.
TAURUS
Here we are 
again. You’ve gone 

complete circle. In fact, you almost 
are a circle. This month you’ll be 
following the ‘Fat Smash’ diet 
like all the celebrities in Grazia 
magazine. Five small meals a day 
and don’t put any por tions on 
your plate bigger than your fist. 
Trouble is your hands are like 
digger buckets. The only planet 
you’d pay attention to over the 
next two months would be ‘Planet 
Hollywood’. If  God had intended 
you to walk he wouldn’t have 
given you an arse the size of  a 
bouncy castle. I’m not kidding, 
children could remove their 
shoes and play on you safely. 
Until the middle of  spring you’re 
going to disappear into fat air. No 

offence. 
GEMINI
With the 
moon in your 

sign it’s ripe time you did 
something quixotic for yourself. 
Discard egalitarianism and 
the nano-sized altruistic 
miasma that circumvents your 

melting eyes to be suckled by a 
hairy toothed vegetarian lesbian 
spinster and you’ll buy a new 

mirror.
PISCES
Despite the 
hectic Xmas and 

New Year festivities being a few 
months behind you now, you’re 
still suffering from the internal 
fall out and it’s not difficult to 
see why. Venus and Mercury 
enter Aquarius, Pluto touches 
Venus and then Venus enters 
Pisces right in front of  Aquarius. 
Now that’s f**ked up. Looks 
like they’re having as much of  a 
par ty as you did but with fewer 
nose bleeds. You need help. Grab 
your subconscious by its inner 
balls and remind it both calmly 
and with immeasurable silent 
screaming who’s boss. Record 
any dreams involving sex with a 

tor toise.
ARIES
Like an asthmatic 
you’re used to 
having your breath 

taken away, but, and it’s a big 
but, only when you’re in control. 
Currently you’re still under the 
influence of  last month’s new 
moon, so your protective sheath 
has developed a split, allowing 
that control to swim away from 
you. You normally like to chase 
but are being chased by a big 

CAPRICORN
With Mars 
moving in this 
month you may 
feel asser tive 

and jacked up with adrenaline. 
This extreme energy needs to 
be released through either spor t 
or stimulating sex. Venus, also 
visiting, will make you want to 
spend and spend, which for a 
tight arse like you is a miracle. 
The promise of  a romantic 
liaison bristles within your local 
neighbourhood, so go out, buy 
a dir ty outfit, get hammered on 
Cristal champagne with a Polish 
bricky and get yourself  some 
balls slapping on arse action in a 
very public place; like a skip.

AQUARIUS
Like a student 
looking for a 
dropping-sized 

piece of  hash on a blim-burned 
carpet, you’re forever searching. 
With Mercury joining your char t 
this month, you’ll feel you could 
sell a sense of  humour to a 
job centre desk Hitler, or an 
answerphone to an agoraphobic. 
For once you’ll want to try and 
follow fashion, meet new and 
interesting people and save 
humanity. You won’t though, will 
you? You’ll set up a standing 
order for £3 a month to enable 
a cute little puppy with hear t 

Jon’s Horror Scopes
Jon had been sat in a hedge all afternoon and was lighting his own belches when 
we decided to approach him for his latest instalment of astrological predictions. 
He drank from a mysterious bottle he kept hidden in a large brown paper bag 
and soon he was in a shamanistic state, talking into our tape recorder.   

COMING SOON:
In the next issue, Jon 

will answer any question 
put to him.

Email your questions to
idaretoaskjon@
googlemail.com
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